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fellowships and 
professional Travel stipends
in 2009–2010, fifty graduate students and senior scholars received 
fellowships ranging from one-and-a-half months to one year. The 
fellowships allow scholars to undertake research on many aspects of 
the Museum’s collection. This year, a new andrew W. Mellon post-
Doctoral Curatorial fellowship was awarded for curatorial training, and 
the samuel h. Kress foundation awarded an interpretive fellowship 
for hands-on training in curatorial and educational interpretation of 
Museum collections. 

Fellowships for Art History Research
bothmer fellowship
Keely heuer, institute of fine arts, new York university, to study the 
decorative motif of painted human heads on south italian vases from 
440 to 300 b.c.e.

sylvan c. coleman and pamela coleman memorial 
fund fellowships
Yasmine al-saleh, The Center for Middle eastern studies, harvard 
university, to complete her dissertation, “licit Magic: The Touch and 
sight of islamic Talismanic scrolls,” and to assemble a digital exhibition 
of islamic talismanic scrolls 
andaleeb Badiee Banta (phD, institute of fine arts, new York 
university), Visiting assistant professor, amherst College, amherst, 
Ma, to prepare her dissertation on the seventeenth-century painter 
Bernardo strozzi for publication 
Tarek el-awady (phD, Charles university, prague), head of research 
Department, supreme Council of antiquities (sCa) and General 
supervisor of the egyptian Museum, to collaborate with Metropolitan 
Museum curators in the Department of egyptian art on documenting, 
studying, and publishing fragmentary materials gathered at the excava-
tion of the causeway of sahure at abusir 
Marden fitzpatrick nichols (phD, university of Cambridge, Trinity 
College, united Kingdom), to prepare her dissertation work entitled 
“The rhetoric of Display in Vitruvius’ De architectura” for publication 
Zoë sara strother (phD, Yale university), riggio professor of african 
art, Columbia university, new York, to conduct the research and writ-
ing of her book project on iconoclasm in african art 

chester dale fellowships
heather Badamo, university of Michigan, ann arbor, to complete 
the research and writing of her dissertation, “among Byzantines and 
Muslims: Coptic representations of Military saints, ca. 850–1300 c.e.” 

renzo Baldasso (phD, Columbia university, new York), Mellon 
postdoctoral fellow, The newberry library, Chicago, ill., to complete 
his manuscript on fifteenth-century printed books 
Meredith fluke, Columbia university, new York, to complete her 
dissertation, “Building across the sacred landscape: The romanesque 
Churches of Verona in their urban Context”
abby Kornfeld, institute of fine arts, new York university, to research 
and write her dissertation, “out of the Margins: Toward a reassessment 
of Medieval Jewish aesthetic production”
Kevin Dean Murphy (phD, northwestern university, evanston, ill.), 
John rewald professor and executive officer of the phD program in  
art history, The Graduate Center, City university of new York, to con-
duct research for his book tentatively entitled Lafayette: Memorializing 
the Republic in France and America 
Derek Weiler, institute of fine arts, new York university, to conduct 
the research and writing for his dissertation on the paintings of Mel 
Bochner 

the douglass foundation fellowship in american art
Melody Barnett Deusner, university of Delaware, newark, to research 
and write her dissertation, “a network of associations: aesthetic 
painting and its patrons, 1870–1914” 
Catherine holochwost, university of Delaware, newark, to conduct 
research for her dissertation, “landscape as Machine: Vision and 
imagination in nineteenth-Century american painting”

the hagop kevorkian curatorial fellowship
Jennifer Babcock, institute of fine arts, new York university, to con-
duct research on near eastern influence on the figured ostraca from the 
new Kingdom workmen’s village Deir el-Medineh in egypt 

andrew w. mellon fellowships
ambra Calò (phD in the archaeology of southeast asia, school of 
oriental and african studies, university of london), freelance consul-
tant, Bali, indonesia, to conduct research on the early southeast asian 
bronzes donated to the Metropolitan Museum by professor samuel 
eilenberg 
francesco Civita (phD in foreign languages and literature/Japanese 
studies, università degli studi di firenze, italy), Curator of the Japanese 
section, The sibbert Museum, florence, italy, to study the collection of 
Japanese arms and armor at the Metropolitan Museum and to study 
the organization and display methods for the Metropolitan Museum’s 
exhibition, “The art of the samurai”

performance of poulenc’s Babar the Little Elephant by the new York 
Chamber soloists, and the piano virtuosity of The 5 Browns.

programs featuring conversational formats were among the notable 
events in the Concerts & lectures 2009–2010 season. salman rushdie 
discussed his novel The Enchantress of Florence with curators Carmen 
Bambach and navina haidar haykel, bringing together aspects of the 
book dealing with the visual arts, culture, and historical settings from 
the period. An Evening with Robert Frank brought the photographer and 
filmmaker to the Museum in a discussion with curators Jeff l. rosenheim 

from the Metropolitan and sarah Greenough from the national Gallery 
of art in Washington. artist Chuck Close spoke about his life in a dis-
cussion with author Christopher finch. as always, curators delivered 
lectures focusing on exhibitions throughout the year and conducted 
private gallery tours for subscription guests.

as part of its central mission, the Metropolitan continues to offer  
the fullest spectrum of educational events and resources, planned and 
delivered by the entire academic staff and by an exceptional corps of 
volunteer guides.
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sofia Georgiadou, university of illinois at urbana-Champaign, to write 
and revise the sections of her dissertation that deal with the architecture 
of the Despotate of epirus and the empire of Trebizond 

abdullah Ghouchani (humanism sciences and Cultural studies 
research Center, Tehran, iran), 2008–2009 andrew W. Mellon fellow, 
Metropolitan Museum, to continue his research on coins and other 
inscribed material excavated at nishabur in the Metropolitan Museum’s 
collection for future publication 

Maria Menshikova (saint petersburg state university, russia), senior 
research fellow, Curator of Chinese Decorative arts and Jewelry, 
oriental Department, state hermitage Museum, to study the 
Metropolitan Museum’s collection of Chinese decorative art and textiles 

sergey Minyaev (phD, The institute of archaeology, russian academy 
of science, saint petersburg, russia), senior researcher, head of the 
Trans-Baikal archaeological expedition, The institute of Material 
Culture, saint petersburg, to research and complete his manuscript 
entitled “The royal Cemetery of Tsaraam” 

akira shimada (phD, university of london), assistant professor, state 
university of new York at new paltz, to conduct research on andhran 
Buddhist sculpture (about 200 b.c.e.–300 c.e.) and build a database of 
principle Buddhist sites in areas of the andhran region 

alexandra suda, institute of fine arts, new York university, to conduct 
research for her dissertation, “The Girona Martyrology and the Cult of 
saints in late-Medieval Bohemia” 

j. clawson mills scholarship
ann Macy roth (phD, Department of near eastern languages and 
Civilizations, university of Chicago, ill.), Clinical associate professor, 
joint appointment in the skirball Department of hebrew and Judaic 
studies and the Department of art history, new York university; 
Director of Graduate study of ancient near east and egyptian studies 
program, new York university, to study three egyptian mastaba chapels 
in the Metropolitan Museum’s collection 

theodore rousseau fellowships
Marisa anne Bass, harvard university, to conduct research for her 
dissertation, “The Venus of Zeeland: Jan Gossart and the revival of 
netherlandish antiquity”

esther susan Bell, institute of fine arts, new York university, to con-
tinue research for her dissertation, “Charles-antoine Coypel (1694–
1752): painting and performance in eighteenth-Century france”

rachel Johnson, The university of California, santa Barbara, to examine 
the works of pieter Bruegel, his predecessors, and his contemporaries 
held in european collections for her dissertation entitled “suburban 
Bruegel: The Chorographical and rhetorical function of landscape 
painting in pieter Bruegel’s antwerp” 

nicole Myers, institute of fine arts, new York university, to conduct 
research for her dissertation, “Courbet’s nudes: realism and the rococo 
revival”

Judith noorman, institute of fine arts, new York university, to con-
duct research for her dissertation on the oeuvre of Jacob van loo 

Keelan overton, The university of California, los angeles, to conduct 
research for her dissertation tentatively entitled “unraveling the enigma: 
single-page painting of adil shahi Bijapur, ca. 1580–1630” 

Jennifer sliwka, The Johns hopkins university, to conduct research for 
her dissertation, “Domenico Beccafumi and the politics of Devotion in 
sixteenth-Century siena”

slifka foundation interdisciplinary research 
scholar
anna Koopstra, university of Groningen, the netherlands, to continue 
her work and research toward a future exhibition on Jan Gossart

the jane and morgan whitney fellowships
sylvain Cordier (phD, university of paris-iV-sorbonne, france), to 
study, analyze, and catalogue an album of sketches from the work-
shop of pierre-antoine and louis-alexandre Bellangé (about 1800 to 
1835), currently held in the collection of the Metropolitan Museum’s 
Department of Drawings and prints 
Yumiko Kamada, institute of fine arts, new York university, to con-
tinue research for her dissertation on Deccani carpets 
russell lord, The Graduate Center, City university of new York, 
to research examples of “hybrid photography” in the Metropolitan 
Museum’s collection

Fellowships for Study in Conservation
annette de la renta fellowships
Giulia Chiostrini, università degli studi di firenze, italy, to continue 
her research on five early sixteenth-century choir tapestry fragments,  
The Hunt of the Frail Stag 
Marina ruiz Molina, official school of Conservation, Madrid, spain, 
researcher, esteban Vincente foundation, to continue scientific study 
and treatment of abstract expressionist collages in the Metropolitan 
Museum’s collection 

sherman fairchild fellowships in conservation
anne Grady, Buffalo state College, new York, to study the adams Vase 
and the Magnolia Vase so as to better understand Tiffany & Co. produc-
tion at the end of the nineteenth century and its reflection of larger 
trends within american decorative arts 
Volodymyr nazar, ukrainian academy of arts, Kiev, ukraine, Textile 
Conservator, national Kiev-pechersk historical and Cultural preserve, 
Kiev, ukraine, to research current methods and techniques pertaining 
to ecclesiastical textile conservation as well as the embroidery techniques 
and stylistic properties of fifteenth-to-eighteenth-century church textiles 
in the robert lehman Collection
isa santos rodrigues, new university of lisbon, portugal, to continue 
the study of ethnographic textiles in collaboration with the Department 
of arts of africa, oceania, and the americas 
Yae Takahashi (phD, state university of new York), research fellow, 
freer and sackler Gallery of art, smithsonian institution, Washington 
D.C., to investigate the occurrence and use of nontraditional synthetic 
colorants in later east asian paintings and woodblock prints in the 
Metropolitan Museum’s collection 

andrew w. mellon fellowships in conservation
angela Campbell, Buffalo state College, new York, to conduct further 
research for her project, “a Comparative study of Microscopic plate-
Wear in 16 impressions of albrecht Dürer’s Melencolia I (1514),” and 
create a chronology for two Dürer prints, Saint Jerome in His Study, and 
Knight, Death, and the Devil, in the Metropolitan Museum’s collection 
federico Carò (phD, university of pavia, italy), 2008–2009 andrew W. 
Mellon fellow, Metropolitan Museum, to complete a database of Khmer 
stone materials and to publish the completed results of his three years of 
study at the Metropolitan Museum 
luuk hoogstede, limburg Conservation institute, Maastricht, the 
netherlands, to investigate restoration techniques for the structural 
conservation of panel paintings 
ariel o’Connor, Buffalo state College, new York, to conduct a techni-
cal analysis of pre-tenth-century bronzes from Cambodia, Vietnam, 
Burma, and Thailand 
Mary Kathleen patton, Conservation Center, institute of fine arts,  
new York university, to make use of the Metropolitan Museum’s exami-
nation equipment to study Medieval and old Master paintings 
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anna serotta, Conservation Center, institute of fine arts, new York 
university, to provide an up-to-date evaluation of technological ques-
tions bearing on the authenticity of objects from the egyptian collection 
that have been put aside for further evaluation over many years

andrew w. mellon research scholar in photograph 
conservation
luisa Casella, 2007–2009 andrew W. Mellon research scholar in 
photograph Conservation, Metropolitan Museum, to study practical 
anoxic packaging systems and to perform anoxic dark stability tests on 
autochrome dyes 

Fellowships for Curatorial Training
andrew w. mellon postdoctoral curatorial 
fellowship
elizabeth M. rudy (phD, harvard university), to conduct research on 
original etchings by eighteenth-century french artists, which is expected 
to result in the preparation of an international loan exhibition, Etching 
as Sketch: peintres-graveurs in Eighteenth-Century France 

Fellowships for Training in Curatorial and Educational 
Interpretation of Museum Collections
samuel h. kress foundation interpretive fellowship
emma Kronman, Yale university, to train in museum interpretation 
in the education Department and robert lehman Collection at the 
Metropolitan Museum

Professional Travel Stipends
professional travel stipends were awarded during the year to sixteen 
members of the Museum’s staff for research and study in the united 
states and abroad.

national antique and art dealers association of 
america, the art and antique dealers league of 
america, the art dealers association of america,  
and the private art dealers association fund
Donna strahan, to present a paper at “The Beginnings of the use of 
Metals and alloys” conference and to visit museums and temple sites 
near Bangalore that have sculptures and other objects related to the 
Metropolitan Museum’s collection

margaret and herman sokol travel grants
Julie arslanoglu, to travel to amsterdam to continue the technical 
investigation of paintings by francesco Granacci (1469/70–1543), and 
to have access to siMs (secondary ion Mass spectrometry) instrumen-
tation for further analysis
Cristina Balloffet Carr, to travel to the Victoria and albert Museum in 
london to conduct research on textiles from the Tudor and stuart eras, 
with a special focus on english embroideries and to continue her col-
laboration with curatorial colleagues that began with the Bard Graduate 
Center exhibition, “’Twixt art and nature: english embroidery from 
The Metropolitan Museum of art, 1580–1700”
linda seckelson, to present a paper at the annual meeting of the 
arbeitsgemeinschaft Kunst- und Museums Biblioteken (aKMB) in 
nüremburg and to assist in planning and accompanying a study tour  
to art libraries in Germany
Bradley Wright, to travel to london to take part in new York 
university’s steinhardt school’s intensive study abroad course, 
“exhibition and Display of art and Material Culture,” as part of her 
coursework toward an Ma in Visual arts administration

theodore rousseau memorial travel stipends
susan J. allen, to deliver a paper at the international conference, 
“functional aspects of egyptian Ceramics within their archaeological 
Context” at the MacDonald institute for archaeological research at 
Cambridge university
Mia fineman, to research the history of manipulated or “doctored” 
photographs in collections in rochester, Montreal, london, austin, and 
Kansas City
Marsha hill, to travel to egypt to join the amarna expedition to work 
with Kristin Thompson to examine remaining fragments on-site, coor-
dinate evaluations of original sculptures, process additional fragments, 
and plan a joint publication; to also visit collections in Minya, Cairo, 
and athens 
ellen Kenney, to deliver a paper at the “arts of the Mamluks” 
Conference at the university of london’s school of oriental and african 
studies (soas) and visit islamic collections in the city
soyoung lee, to travel to Japan to conduct research on her project 
related to Korean influences on Japanese ceramic traditions during the 
edo period (1615–1868)
Walter liedtke, to travel to southern spain to visit major collections of 
spanish paintings in order to prepare a catalogue of the spanish paint-
ings in the Metropolitan Museum’s collection
lisa M. Messinger, to present a paper on “Georgia o’Keeffe’s first Trip 
to new Mexico, april–august 1929” at the southwest art history 
Conference in Taos, new Mexico
Cora Michael, to travel to paris to study major european collections 
of nineteenth-century drawings in preparation for a catalogue on the 
Metropolitan Museum’s collection of nineteenth-century french draw-
ings; to also view the exhibition of Delacroix works from the Karen B. 
Cohen Collection at the Musée national eugène Delacroix
Jeffrey Munger, to conduct research in the archives of the sèvres 
porcelain factory in france for research on a book entitled Highlights of 
European Porcelain at The Metropolitan Museum of Art; to also research 
for a forthcoming lecture at the Wallace Collection, london
Melinda Watt, to attend the meetings of the Directing Council of 
CieTa and the biannual CieTa conference in Brussels; to travel to 
paris to conduct ongoing research on upholstered furniture in the 
Wrightsman Galleries; to also conduct research for a future catalogue on 
the highlights of textiles in the Metropolitan Museum’s Department of 
european sculpture and Decorative arts
Beth Carver Wees, to present a lecture on the Metropolitan Museum’s 
collection of american silver and jewelry to the english speaking union 
in london and to visit a major exhibition of the silversmith and metal-
worker Matthew Boulton (1728–1809) in Birmingham

Tuition Programs
The Museum supports a number of different tuition programs to assist 
staff members participating in academic/educational courses. During 
2009–2010, forty-four MMa staff members were supported for gradu-
ate course work by the Grants Committee’s Tuition programs.

tuition reimbursement program
elizabeth l. Block, phD in art history, CunY Graduate Center
Jae Carey, Ms in library and information science, palmer school of 
library and information science
adriana Del Collo, Ma in art history, hunter College
Motoki endo, Mls, Queens College
roberto ferrari, phD in art history, CunY Graduate Center
Tamara lee fultz, phD in art history, CunY Graduate Center
rebecca Grunberger, Ma in art history, hunter College
aiza Keesey, Ms in library and information science, pratt institute
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ashira loike, Ma in art history, hunter College 
rachel Mustalish, Mphil in art history, Materials, and Technology, 
university of london
Jennie pu, Mls, Queens College
Morgan spatny, Ms in library and information science, pratt institute
Miriam M. Tribble, Ma in Visual arts administration, new York 
university 
Bradley Wright, Ma in Visual arts administration, new York 
university 
Mark T. Wypyski, phD in archaeological science, Cardiff university, Wales
holly Zielinskie, Ma in Visual arts administration, new York 
university 

bard graduate center decorative arts, design, and 
material culture tuition reimbursement program
hannah Kinney, Ma in Decorative arts, Design history, and Material 
Culture

institute of fine arts, new york university 
scholarship for course tuition
rebecca ruderman, Ma in art history 

columbia university graduate school tuition waiver 
program
Betsuaye abia, MsW in advanced Generalist practice and programming, 
school of social Work
andrea Blas-paredes, Ma in Mathematics education, Teachers College
emilia Cortes, Ma in Museum anthropology, school of arts and 
sciences
William B. Crow, phD in Cognitive studies in education, Teachers College
Tuddy David, Ms in landscape Design, school of Continuing studies
aimee Dixon, Ma in film studies, school of the arts
Victoria Gallina, Ma in art and art education, Teachers College
Joo Yun isabel Kim, Ma in asian art history, school of arts and 
sciences
sally King, Ma in art history, school of arts and sciences
Crystal Kui, Ma in art and art education, Teachers College
seokhye lee, Ms in Technology Management, school of Continuing 
education
nicole leist, Ma in art history, school of arts and sciences
Gretchen McCabe, Ma in art and art education, Teachers College
Vincent McCall, Ma in elementary inclusive education, Teachers 
College 

rebecca McGinnis, phD in Cognitive studies in education, Teachers 
College
Marne Meisel, Ma in art education, Teachers College
ashley Moore, Ma in art history, school of arts and sciences
Viktoria paranyuk, Ma in film studies, school of the arts
sylvia rivera, Ma in early Childhood education, Teachers College
rebecca rudolph, Ma in early Childhood education, Teachers College
elizabeth fitzgerald, Ma in art history, school of arts and sciences
Mary Turchinsky, edM in international education Development, 
language, literacy, Technology, Teachers College
Kathryn Waggener, Ma in art education, Teachers College 
natalie Willemsen, Ma in art education, Teachers College
hayden Wilson, eMs in Technology Management, school of 
Continuing studies

Members of the Grants Committee
Melanie holcomb, Chairman, associate Curator, Medieval art and  
The Cloisters
Julie arslanoglu, associate research scientist, scientific research
Mechthild Baumeister, Conservator, objects Conservation
Diana Craig patch, associate Curator, egyptian art
John Guy, Curator, asian art
eric Kjellgren, evelyn a. J. hall and John a. friede associate Curator, 
arts of africa, oceania and the americas
Walter liedtke, Curator, european paintings
Christopher s. lightfoot, associate Curator, Greek and roman art
rachel Mustalish, Conservator, paper Conservation 
rebecca a. rabinow, associate Curator and administrator, nineteenth-
Century, Modern, and Contemporary art
perrin V. stein, Curator, Drawings and prints
Beth Carver Wees, Curator, american Decorative arts
Melinda Watt, associate Curator, european sculpture and Decorative 
arts and supervising Curator, The antonio ratti Textile Center
John Welch, Museum educator in Charge of Youth programs, 
education 
Melissa oliver-Janiak, ex-officio, assistant Counsel, office of the senior 
Vice-president, secretary, and General Counsel 
peggy fogelman, ex-officio, fredrick p. and sandra p. rose Chairman, 
education
Carrie rebora Barratt, ex-officio, associate Director for Collections and 
administration 


